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free code downloads for programmers asp net c - free code downloads for programmers asp net c javascript vb net
more for wrox books top technology articles blogs and p2p forums too, social media glossary socialbrite - a
comprehensive guide to terms you may encounter in social media, google maps hacks foreword by jens lars rasmussen
- rich gibson is a perl database programmer in santa rosa ca he has worked professionally with computers since 1982 when
he created public utility rate case models in supercalc on an osborne ii, restful php web services samisa abeysinghe
9781847195524 - restful php web services samisa abeysinghe on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers learn the
basic architectural concepts and step through examples of consuming and creating restful web services in php,
findnsecure vehicle tracking personal tracking gps - the findnsecure is an vehicle tracking software which uses the gps
gsm and sms technologies to enable businesses to keep track of their fleets of vehicles the hardware unit consists of gps
and gsm gprs can replace gsm modules and proprietary embedded software, pc gaming hardware pc gamer - the latest
pc gaming hardware news plus expert trustworthy and unbiased buying guides, linked data evolving the web into a
global data space - this book gives an overview of the principles of linked data as well as the web of data that has emerged
through the application of these principles the book discusses patterns for publishing linked data describes deployed linked
data applications and examines their architecture, the internet of things a survey sciencedirect - 3 2 middlewarethe
middleware is a software layer or a set of sub layers interposed between the technological and the application levels its
feature of hiding the details of different technologies is fundamental to exempt the programmer from issues that are not
directly pertinent to her his focus which is the development of the specific
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